ORANGE FIELD NATURALIST AND CONSERVATION SOCIETY Inc

NEWSLETTER SEPTEMBER 2020
Impact of COVID 19
Due to the ever-changing situation OFNCS
talks and meetings will not recommence yet.
For excursions we’ll be guided by
government regulations and are aware of the
risk profile of many members.
The good news is that an excursion is being
organised for Sunday 13th September.
Newsletter –If you have something
interesting to share in the newsletter please
email to: orangefieldnats@gmail.com

Goobang National Park, fire trail to the south.
Photo Rosemary Stapleton.

Facebook – Jenny Pratten would also like
photos and items for Facebook. Please email
Jenny at gopratto2014@gmail.com

When we walk back to the car we can cross the
road to an area where there are more species of
orchids, probably flowering. The birds can be
quiet unless the Ironbarks are flowering.

Once again people have generously sent items
for the newsletter. Thanks! There were so many
I’ve had to carry some over to future
newsletters.

Bring your lunch, water, and your own
equipment.
Last Excursion: Nangar National Park
16th August 2020. Text by Beau Palmer.

Next Excursion: Goobang National Park,
southern section, Sunday 13th September.
Meet at 9am at Orange High School bus bay.
Leader Rosemary Stapleton.

OFNCS’s excursion to Nangar NP was attended
by eight Field Nats members including two
newcomers. This was the first gathering of the
OFNCS since Covid restrictions have come into
place as OFNCS had cancelled all meetings and
field trips for health and safety reasons. A big
thank you goes to Rosemary for all the work she
did in producing a Covid Safety Plan for us to
be able to safely conduct the excursion and
make sure we met all the conditions NSW
health has on outdoor gatherings.

You must register by contacting Rosemary at
orangefieldnats@gmail.com by Thursday
10th September. Due to Covid there will be a
limit of 15 people, social distancing, and no
car-pooling.
We will travel from the high school to Manildra
and west on the sealed Parkes Manildra Road;
about 74kms in total. There is a large parking
area on the top of a ridge where we will leave
the cars. Heading south we will do an easy walk
along the fire trail, initially through the open
Ironbark and Callitris forest (photo below). A
little further the eucalypt species changes and
there are more shrubs, orchids, and some
spinifex clumps. Hopefully, some of the shrubs
will be flowering by then.

Nangar NP is located on the central western
slopes of NSW 70km south west of Orange,
near the town of Eugowra. It is a prominent
landscape feature in the region with its distinct
cliff line of red siltstone jutting out from the
rolling hills in the landscape. The park has value
as a scientific reference area due to the flora and
fauna of the park being an excellent sample of
the original communities of the Central West.
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Not to mention that it is also incredibly
beautiful with its narrow valleys carved out by
clear rocky streams below steep rocky hills.

The birdwatchers in the group had their eyes to
the sky as usual and spotted a group of Speckled
Warblers which can be quite common at
Nangar. They are generally rare in the region
and are classed as a Vulnerable species in NSW.

We started the day by meeting at the Orange
High bus stop at 9am where Rosemary came to
wish us well (and to check we were following
the Covid guidelines). Our leader for the day
Nigel Hobden gave us a quick rundown and a
meeting point at the entry to the NP, then we set
off. It was a typical Orange winter morning:
cold, damp, and foggy. The day was predicted
to be cold and wet with a fair bit of wind, but
we had our fingers crossed that the weather
would hold out for us, which it did for the most
part.
We met at the park entry and followed Nigel in.
Lucky for us we all had 4WD or AWDs because
it was quite wet and slippery on the way in, with
one of the many creek crossings before we first
stopped. At the Parks’ info sign, Nigel spoke
about the history and environment of the park
before we headed up the hill for a short stroll.
We noticed many of the Acacias in bloom on
the hills and the good number of mature,
specimen quality Kurrajongs. There was a
dense cover of weeds on the flats (mainly
Capeweed and Paterson’s curse).

Jacky Winter, Nangar National Park.
Photo Nigel Hobden.
The group headed off in our vehicles with Nigel
in the lead on our biggest adventure of the day.
We drove over another small water crossing
around the old house yard and gardens. Just past
here we decided to turn around at an old dam
and come back via a higher track. However,
after all the recent rain the ground was a bit too
wet and slippery and one of our party got
bogged. We tried putting some rocks and sticks
under the wheels to get a bit of grip and gave it
a good old push, but it was to no avail. The car
was stuck with mud nearly to the axle. But Nigel
as the leader (and the person responsible for us
getting bogged) came to the rescue. With his
snatch strap we managed to pull the bogged car
out. We all cheered.

The park is showing signs of slowly recovering
from the drought and a few native grasses were
coming back. This wet winter and a good
summer should help with the regeneration of the
native groundcovers and grasses, provided the
sheep and the goats we glimpsed are not too
prolific. As we went further up the hillside, we
noticed the vegetation change to more nativedominant with native groundcovers and masses
of Bulbine Lilies (Bulbine bulbosa) coming up.
They were interspaced with other natives such
as geraniums and early Nancy (Wurmbea sp.).

We then realised Nigel was now stuck. Luckily,
Nigel was well prepared and got out his
recovery boards for their first use. With a bit of
digging and some people power Nigel
was…still bogged. So, we hooked up Nigel’s
car to my car with the snatch strap and pulled it
to safety. We all cheered.
Let’s just say after that we all deserved a lunch
break, so we headed along the main track to the
camping area where we sat for lunch at a
socially acceptable distance. The camping area
is a beautiful spot located in a steep valley
alongside the creek which was running at nearly

OFNCS members at Nangar National Park.
Photo Beau Palmer.
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full capacity. We then headed to Dripping Rock,
which was pouring, not dripping. It was quite a
sight especially since the drought we have had
for the last couple of years. It was great to see
so much water. We had a short stroll around and
over the waterfall. Here some of us were lucky
to get a quick view of a pair of Turquoise
Parrots. These parrots are not very common this
far west and it was exciting to see their bright
colours flash through the forest. We also got to
see some Southern Whitefaces which put on a
good show.

think it will be a great late winter and spring out
there with all the acacias blooming. I can’t wait
to see that carpet of Bulbine Lilies flower along
with the other wildflowers.
A big thanks to Nigel for leading the group and
even though we had some dramas it was a stellar
effort from Nigel on his first trip as leader. Also,
thanks to everyone that came along and hope to
see you on our next trip.
Bird list – 28 species
Laughing Kookaburra, Pacific Black Duck,
Striated Pardalote, Common Bronzewing,
Galah, Eastern Rosella, Red-rumped Parrot,
Turquoise Parrot, Blue-faced Honeyeater,
White-plumed Honeyeater, Spiny-cheeked
Honeyeater, Noisy Miner, Yellow Thornbill,
Chestnut-rumped Thornbill, Speckled Warbler,
Southern Whiteface, Grey-crowned Babbler,
Eastern Yellow Robin, Jacky Winter, Superb
Fairy Wren, Grey Shrikethrush Australian
Magpie, Magpie-lark, Grey Fantail Willie
Wagtail, Red-browed Finch, Brown
Treecreeper, Crow/Raven sp.
Committee News The main task this month
has been a submission on the Draft Crown
Lands Strategic Plan. A bird list for Spring
Creek Reservoir has been prepared on request
from Orange City Council.
Mt. Canobolas SCA Update
Articles continue to appear in the press relating
to Orange City Council’s ideas for a mountain
bike track in the SCA and adjoining State
Forest. On 31st August Council released a tender
document for an “Environmental Impact
Assessment and Design for Construction of the
Mt Canobolas Mountain Bike Trail” closing
on 25th September.
https://www.orange.nsw.gov.au/mountainbike-track-plan-proposal-reaches-nextmilestone/. The distance and route for the track
are the same as in the original proposal in 2016.
Therefore it traverses many areas where
threatened species and cultural sites occur.
There is also been mention of making this a
project of state significance in an effort to fast
track it and avoid certain assessment processes.
The Canobolas Conservation Alliance has been
re-energised and will start meeting by Zoom to
develop strategies to counter Council and other
actions.

Dripping Rock from above, Nangar National
Park. Photo Beau Palmer.
Here and throughout the park there were many
species of acacia some of which were in full
bloom. Some ominous clouds appeared around
mid-afternoon, so we decided to call it a day and
head out before we got bogged again.
It was a great day out and good to see some
friendly faces after so long. Nangar is a
beautiful place and it was so good to see all the
creeks full of water and running clear. I would

The sightings from the camera traps placed out
at the November fauna surveys have been
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entered into Bionet by Lesley Forward. Doug
and Rosemary Stapleton viewed the thousands
of images and tagged images containing fauna.
Data entry was one of the last jobs Lesley did
for NPWS before moving to a position with the
Biodiversity Conservation Trust in Dubbo.

The main concern of the general meeting that
followed was the imminent release of Regis
Resources Response to Submissions on the
proposed McPhillamy’s mine, i.e. their answers
to the concerns expressed by people who
submitted queries regarding the Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS). A new Development
Application (DA) by Regis will also be
released.
The new release date, after
extensions, is now supposed to be on Monday
31 September. The drawing out of this process
has put many lives in limbo, at least 80
households.

NPWS have commenced a 1080 baiting
program which is set to continue indefinitely. If
you come across a bait, please do not touch it.
Two recent heavy snow falls and wind have
added to the number of trees and limbs falling.
Despite the roads being closed following the
last heavy snowfall visitors have flocked to the
mountain. Roadworks are still occurring on Old
Canobolas Road, however it is open to traffic.

Regis has posted some new plans on their
website on the proposed development in order
to put some of the environmental concerns just
below the limits allowed by law. They are only
tinkering around the edges as there is no getting
away from the fact that the mining and
treatment of McPhillamy’s ore requires a large
hole, about 1Km diameter and 420m deep, a
tailings dam, benignly called a Tailings Storage
Facility (TSF), straddling the headwaters of the
Belubula River and a new landscape of hills
containing the overburden and mullock (barren
rock or waste). These will be a lasting legacy.

Tree damage just east of Orange View Lookout.
Photo Rosemary Stapleton.

It will be interesting to see how Regis answers
the effects on mammals, birds, plant life, insects
(and the nearby apiarists), aquatic life and the
surface water and groundwater.

Spring flowers are opening with the purple of
Hardenbergia, yellow of Acacia blossoms and a
few tiny shrubs of Leucopogon showing their
marvellous fuzzy flowers.

It is hoped that the powers to be don’t sacrifice
the environment for the relatively short term
“benefits” of the mine. Would anyone with an
interest in what is happening please read the
Response to Submissions which will be on the
Department of Planning, Industry and
Environment (DPIE) website and make a new
submission in writing if the Regis Resources
answers are still not addressing the issues. The
new submissions made by you are very
important because the Independent Planning
Commission who will assess the proposal has
been ordered by the Minister for Planning
and Public Spaces to hold a Public Hearing,
which gives the minister the final say. There
can be no appeal, as the guidelines state “any
future decisions on that application are
extinguished”.

Leucopogon attenuatus, Orange View.
Photo Rosemary Stapleton.
The Belubula Headwaters Protection Group
(BHPG) Update. Report by Peter Toedter.

Memories from Members
If you have any stories of OFNCS experiences
or your early brushes with nature please send
them to orangefieldnats@gmail.com. This
month Chris Pratten brings us his memories of

I attended the BHPG Annual General Meeting
at Blayney on 29 August 2020. Some new office
bearers were elected and will be publicised on
the BHPG Facebook page.
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the formation
germination.

of

the

Society

and

its

stated that the appointment of the founding
office-bearers was ‘ratified at a public meeting
held in Orange on 23rd October 1973’, and that
the founding office-bearers, ‘together with
seven other citizens elected at that meeting’
shall ‘guide the activities of the Society in its
initial stages and shall resign immediately prior
to the 1976 Annual Meeting’.

‘I see the name Pratten contributing some
memories to the August newsletter, so I wonder
whether another Pratten can jump in and
contribute some more memories – memories
regarding just how the Orange Field Naturalist
and Conservation Society was formed.

And the Society is still going! Long may it
continue’.

It all started back in the spring of 1973 on the
sand of Avoca Beach on the Central Coast. My
family used to holiday each year for two weeks
in the Spring School Holidays, and we always
stayed in the same unit No 3 in a building known
as ‘South Strand’ at Avoca. Another unit in the
same block (or maybe in an adjacent block) was
occupied by the Huxtable family, and the
Pratten kids used to play with the Huxtable kids.
I remember one day Bernie Huxtable and I were
enjoying the sun on the beach bemoaning the
fact that the beautiful Gosford-Brisbane
Waters-Central Coast area was under so much
threat; threat from increasing fire regimes in
the bush (particularly Box Head, the northern
headland of Broken Bay); from the threat of
sandmining as well as fire on the North
Entrance peninsula; and from the ubiquitous
sprawl of urban development here, there and
everywhere. I think that this consensus of two
thought it would be a good idea if we could form
some sort of conservation group back in Orange
– I think that was probably the heady days of the
plans for some vast ‘new city’ being spawned in
the Bathurst-Orange district by that rather
pious parent known as ‘decentralisation’.

1980 excursion to Caleula Marble Quarry,
north of Mullion Creek. Left to right - Paul
Meeth, Jennifer Kenna & Chris Pratten.
Photo courtesy of Jennifer Kenna.
Dates for your Diary
7 September - Threatened Species Day
This date commemorates the death of the last
known thylacine (Tasmanian tiger, Thylacinus
cynocephalus) in 1936. It aims to raise
awareness of plants and animals at risk of
extinction. Australia is home to more than
500,000 animal and plant species, many of
which are found nowhere else in the world.
Over the last 200 years, more than 100 animal
and plant species have become extinct. Take
some time on this day (and every day) to think
about what you can do to help reduce
extinctions and protect threatened species. This
includes the 14 threatened species that occur
within Mt Canobolas SCA.

The next step as far as the formation of a group
in Orange was arranging a meeting of a few
friends in the choir vestry of St Barnabas
Church, who agreed that we should elect
ourselves into a Steering Committee and get the
show on the road. Those friends, and the
positions they agreed to take in the new society,
were Dr Bernie Huxtable, Vice-President; Rod
Warnock (an Orange Pharmacist), VicePresident; Grey Tracey (Orange Speleological
Society), Secretary; Col Elliott (a Borenore
grazier), Treasurer; Chris Pratten (another
Borenore grazier), President. Also, at that
gathering was Marie Smith, one of the best
gardeners in Orange.

Friday-Sunday 11-13 September 9.30-12
noon. Tree planting at Risky Paddock, between
1st and 2nd Crossing, Ophir Road. A Covid
Plan is in place and you need to register with
Cilla Kinross on
6365 8221 (am) or
6365 7651(pm). Note updated phone numbers.
25th – 28th September. Great Southern
Bioblitz. Orange City Council has joined this
national citizen science program. People are
encouraged to download the iNaturalist app and
submit photos of flora and fauna they see in
their backyards and in local green space.

I stupidly failed to keep a record of the simple
roneod newsletters we sent to members in the
early days, but I have found a faded copy of
what must have been the first Constitution. It
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Lindsay Hall, Council's Sustainability Officer,
is coordinating the event and ECCO has agreed
to support it. Contact Nick King at
ecco.orange@gmail.com for more details.

much as we do! Always a treat to see these
interesting creatures’.

26 September, 21 November, and 23 January
- Latham Snipe Count Dates. Maybe Snipe
will return to the wetlands in Orange again.
September – Red-browed Finch Research.
PhD student Callum McDiarmid is looking for
people who have Red-browed Finches visit
their bird baths or feeders. He is doing research
into the genetics of the populations either side
of the Great Diving Range. Callum has
University Animal Ethics approval and
Australian Bird and Bat Banding Scheme
permits. If you are interested, please email
Callum at callum.mcdiarmid@hdr.mq.edu.au

‘Things with Wings’
Some of the birding focus has been on Spring
Creek Reservoir as several members have been
there to check out the water level. The reservoir
is now full (photo below Rosemary Stapleton).

10-11 October – Cowra Woodland Bird
Surveys COVID permitting. If you are
interested contact Malcolm Fyfe on
(02)4471-8757, malcolmfyfe85@gmail.com
2021 dates for Cowra surveys: 13-14 February,
17-18 April, 17-18 July, 16-17 October.
18-25 October – Australian Backyard Bird
Count. Join hundreds of other Australians
taking a 20-minute break in their backyard or
local favourite place. Last year over 3.4 million
birds were counted. To register go to
https://aussiebirdcount.org.au/

New members Leanne and Chris Huxley report
that apart from the huge number of Hardheads,
the
birds
worthy
of
note
were
Hoary-headed Grebes, Crested Grebes, Doublebarred Finch, Pallid Cuckoo (seen and heard)
and a Pipit. There were also about half a dozen
Musk Ducks.

31 October, 9am-5pm - Nature Conservation
Council NSW 2020 Annual General Meeting.
The AGM will take place at the NSW Teacher’s
Federation in Sydney. Online options are being
investigated for those who cannot attend in
person, or for social distancing. Registrations
are now open via the NCC website.

Rosemary also saw that the Dusky
Woodswallows have returned. A White-browed
Scrubwren, with an insect in its beak, was
nervously waiting for me to move on; perhaps it
had young in a nest.
Orchids
Hai photographed this Caladenia caerulea, the
Blue Caladenia or Blue Fairy at the Falls
Lookout on Ophir Road.

October – Swainsona recta annual survey.
This small purple pea is a threatened species.
Central West Local Land Services will be
conducting these surveys around Wellington
and Stuart Town. You can register interest with
Tanya Muccillo on 0427 977 526 or Libby
McIntyre on 0429 019 309.
Sightings around Orange
If you see anything interesting, please email
orangefieldnats@gmail.com or post it on
Facebook.
Planarian - Alyssa spotted this worm on 8
August in Glenwood SF while walking her
dogs. She said ‘I guess they like the rain as
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This species is also flowering at Cargo, in the
middle section of Goobang NP and in
Conimbla NP and surrounds. Cargo Quarry
also has Pterostylis mutica, Glossidia major
and Diuris pardina flowering. There are also
lots of different lilies and Yam Daisies in
flower at the quarry, but they are only open in
the middle of the day.

They require a habitat where there is dense
vegetation close to the banks, such as occurs in
the Ploughman's Wetlands. They are widely
distributed throughout Australia, and are not
regarded as threatened, although they can be in
some environments. Rakali are preyed upon by
off leash dogs, cats, and foxes. This makes them
vulnerable in places like the Ploughman’s
Wetlands which are also inhabited by foxes, off
leash dogs and cats, both feral and domestic.
Human disturbance which destroys bank
vegetation can make them more vulnerable.

Creature of the Month
The Rakali, Hydromys chrysogaster.
Text by Nick King, photo Libby Jones.

Their diet is varied, consisting of crayfish,
aquatic insects, shellfish, fish, frogs, and turtles.
They will also access carrion and are not above
taking dog and cat food from neighbouring
houses. They will also eat house mice, and
ducklings. Some larger Rakali have been known
to kill and eat waterfowl. They are known to
have a favourite place to go to eat their prey,
such as a log or a rock located at the water's
edge or within a stream. These places are often
indicated by piles of shells, crayfish claws etc.
Mating occurs from late winter to early
summer; gestation is five weeks. The females
begin breeding at about eight months. Litters
generally contain about five babies. Males and
females live separately, with the male taking no
part in the raising of the young, which only
remain with their mother for a brief period
before having to fend for themselves.
Rakali are highly territorial. Males are often
observed to have bite marks on their tails and
hind feet as a result of defending their
territories. They generally have a home range of
about 12 hectares. Their home consists of a
heavily disguised burrow in the bank. They are
also known to live in hollow logs near their
water source.

Recently there have been sightings of a Rakali
(commonly referred to as a water rat) in the
Ploughman's Wetlands. The Rakali is a top
predator in our waterways, so its presence is an
indicator of the health and abundance of food
sources in the Ploughman's Wetlands. The
Rakali is the largest of Australia's native
rodents, which can be as big as a platypus, with
which it frequently shares the same aquatic
environment. The species is believed to have
originated in New Guinea.

It is exciting that this charming native animal
has taken up residence in our local wetland. We
must do everything we can to protect it.
Source: The Rakali/Water rat: Australia's Own
Otter. (The Australian Platypus Conservancy)

It has similar characteristics to a European otter,
in that it has a streamlined body, a thick tail
which acts as a rudder when swimming, and
webbed hind feet. The end of its tail is white.
The Rakali has small folded ears and dense
whiskers situated on a blunt muzzle. Its fur
repels water and dries quickly.

Cath and Rosemary spotted one hunting in the
southern most pond at Ploughman’s Wetland.
The very next day Libby Jones came upon one
near the entrance to a stormwater drain and even
watched it lying on its back like an otter.
Perhaps they are more visible at the moment
because the high-water levels are flooding the
burrows, they normally live in.

The Rakali are to be found in a variety of natural
and man-made aquatic habitats such as creeks,
rivers, swamps, dams, and irrigation channels.
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The first snow fall in August in the State Forest on the western slopes of Mt Canobolas.
Photo Nigel Hobden.

Dripping Rock spilling, Nangar National Park. Photo Beau Palmer.
____________________________________

Annual Subscriptions. To join please send your cheque or money order made out to "OFNCS" to the
Hon. Treasurer, Dr Dick Medd, OFNCS, PO Box 369 Orange NSW 2800.
EFT payments to
BSB 802 129: Account 100014678:
O F N & Cons Soc Inc.
Please be sure to identify payments with your name and send confirmation to
orangefieldnats@gmail.com
Subscription rates:
Single member – $25
Concession rate (emailed newsletters) – $12.50
Each additional family member – $5
Concession rate (printed newsletters) – $25
Note: concession rate is for bona fide pensioners and students only
_____________________________________
This Newsletter is produced for OFNCS by the Editor, Rosemary Stapleton. Views expressed herein are not
necessarily those of the Society. Items should not be reproduced without permission of the Editor.
Orange Field Naturalist & Conservation Society acknowledge the traditional custodians of the land, including
the people of the Wiradjuri Nation, and pay our respects to Elders past, present and future.
Orange Field Naturalist & Conservation Society, PO Box 369, Orange, 2800
orangefieldnats@gmail.com
www.orangefieldnats.com
www.facebook.com/ofncs/
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